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More than meets the eye
Drag show
performers bring
crowd to their knees
Drag queen
Jada Kiss,
from St.
Louis, pumps
up the crowd,
receiving tips
for her act
at the Saluki
Rainbow
Network’s
Bi-Annual
Drag Show
Friday in
the Student
Center. Kiss
performed
successfully
although she
broke her high
heel halfway
through her
first song.

Brandy Oxford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

With no one-dollar bills left to
give, one adoring fan gave her credit
card to her drag king of choice.
About 300 people made up a
crowd that cheered, tipped and
danced during Saluki Rainbow
Network’s bi-annual drag show held
in the SIUC Student Center ballrooms Friday.
Amidst the dressing room whirlwind of wigs, high heels and fake
body parts, drag kings and queens
discussed the extensive work that
goes into switching sexes for a night.
“Drag queens are referred to as
she, drag kings are referred to as he.
These are very important pronouns,”
Stacia Creek, graduate adviser for
SRN, said.
Creek, a drag king known as
Dixon Deep, said he wears a binder,
or compression shirt, to flatten his
chest because it is more comfortable
than an ace bandage. He also wears
a girdle, to slim his hips, and a soft
pack in his pants.
To create the goatee he wore to
the show, Creek used Spirit Gum, an
adhesive made specifically for applying hair to skin, and hair cut from
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his head.
Drag queen Aida Headley said
she uses hair-bonding glue, which is
normally used for weaves, to attach
the two sets of fake eyelashes she
wears during performances.
See DRAG, Page 9
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Students rake in donations Gumby’s: cigarettes
purchased online

No penalties issued for missing tax stamps
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

From left, Leah Otten, Dean Ralston and Bryan McConomy, rake leaves at Carbondale houses
Saturday morning. Students raked leaves during the third annual Rake-a-Thon for donations,
which went toward materials for building houses.

Annual Rake-A-Thon raises money for Habitat for Humanity
Madeleine Leroux
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Students were raking in more
than just the fallen leaves this weekend.
The SIUC chapter of Habitat for

Humanity held its 3rd annual RakeA-Thon Saturday.The Rake-A-Thon
raises funds for the Jackson County
chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
The money will be used to purchase
materials to build houses.
Habitat for Humanity is an

international, nonprofit Christian
housing ministry that seeks to
eliminate poverty housing and
homelessness by building safe and
affordable houses.
See RAKE, Page 9

Owners of the Gumby’s Pizza
franchise said they are confident
possible tax violations are gone like
smoke in the wind.
Reports published on Sept. 28
by the D E provided
evidence that the Carbondale location of Gumby’s Pizza was selling
cigarettes without tax stamps or
mandatory warning labels from the
U.S. Surgeon General.
A Gumby’s employee purchased
the controversial cigarettes from an
Internet source, said Jeff O’Brien, coowner of the Gumby’s Pizza franchise. O’Brien and Chance Hippler,
company founder, said they received
the information from Carbondale
manager Jim Lerette immediately
after the story appeared.
“We don’t sell illegal cigarettes
... but if I were to find there was a
fluke, then I would put a caboose to
it all right away,” O’Brien said.
An Illinois Department of
Revenue investigation found no
violations after reports were published, said Katie Ridgway, communications director for the IDR.
But the IDR has considered that
violations may have been corrected

“
We don’t sell illegal
cigarettes ... but if I were
to find there was a fluke,
then I would put a caboose
to it all right away.
— Jeff O’Brien
co-owner of Gumby’s Pizza

before investigators arrived.
“The licensee, in effect was alerted about an alleged violation before
our investigators were able to collect
sufficient evidence,” Ridgway said.
A second pack of cigarettes purchased on Oct. 21 was no longer
missing a tax stamp. The absence of
a stamp signifies a tobacco distributor did not pay the Illinois cigarette
tax. Any pack of cigarettes sold
without a stamp is illegal, Ridgway
said.
Cigarette supplies at the
Carbondale Gumby’s are normally
purchased at the Sam’s Club in
Marion for resale, Hippler said. He
did not know how the employee’s cigarettes purchased from the
Internet got around to being sold in
the restaurant.
See GUMBY’S, Page 9
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‘Transformers’ star
arrested in Chicago on
misdemeanor charges

CHICAGO (AP) — Shia LaBeouf was
charged with misdemeanor criminal
trespassing after the “Transformers” star
refused to leave a Chicago drug store,
police said Sunday.
A security guard told LaBeouf that
he needed to leave the Walgreens store
because he appeared to be drunk,
police said.
When LaBeouf, 21, refused to leave,
the security guard detained him and
called police at about 2:30 a.m., according to police spokeswoman Laura
Kubiak.
After he was arrested, police noted
that LaBeouf was “very courteous and
polite,” Kubiak said. Police said he posted bond before 7 a.m., but Kubiak did
not know the amount.
LaBeouf, of Glendale, Calif., is scheduled to appear in Cook County court on
Nov. 28.
Police did not administer a sobriety
test because LaBeouf was not driving a
vehicle, Kubiak said.
Publicists for LaBeouf did not immediately return calls for comment.
The actor is set to co-star with
Harrison Ford in “Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull,” due in
theaters next year.

Daley says he’ll cut
back on requested
property tax increase

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago Mayor
Richard Daley says he’ll roll back his
request for a property tax increase that
has angered aldermen and taxpayers.
Daley says he’ll seek a $83 million
increase in property taxes, instead of
the $108 million increase he initially
proposed.
The revised plan would translate
into a $60-a-year increase in property
taxes for the owner of a $250,000 home,

CORRECTIONS

compared to $80 extra a year under the
initial proposal.
The mayor had initially proposed
a tax on bottled water at 10 cents a
bottle. That’s now down to five cents a
bottle.
Daley’s budget for next year totals
$5.9 billion. The City Council has to
approve the city spending plan.

Durbin asks federal
prosecutors to
scrutinize VA hospital

ST. LOUIS (AP) — U.S. Sen. Dick
Durbin has asked federal prosecutors to
investigate a Department of Veterans
Affairs hospital in Illinois where he says
employees have made “deeply disturbing” claims of flawed patient care,
shoddy oversight and possibly criminal
behavior.
The Illinois Democrat’s request came
after his office got a letter from a group
identifying itself as 31 past and present
workers at the Veterans Affairs Medical
Center in Marion.
The letter claims that a doctor who
lost his license in another state is practicing at the hospital, several medical
providers at the site have not had their
credentials verified, nurses have been
told to shred important documents,
and records of patients who have died
at the hospital have been erased from
computers.
The hospital already has been under
VA scrutiny and mounting, Durbin-led
political pressure in the wake of revelations that 10 patients died under
the care of surgeon Dr. Jose VeizagaMendez during his roughly 20 months
at the hospital.
Veizaga-Mendez resigned in midAugust, three days after a Kentucky
patient bled to death after a gallbladder
surgery performed by Veizaga-Mendez.
Shortly afterward, the hospital suspended inpatient operations.
A second surgeon, who hospital
officials have declined to name, also is
under investigation.

In his letter Saturday to the U.S.
Attorney’s Office covering southern
Illinois, Durbin insisted the allegations
by the Marion VA workers to Durbin,
five other senators and the VA “are
extremely serious and deserve immediate investigation,” especially “in light
of the numerous alarming revelations
about the Marion VAMC that have
already come to light in recent weeks.”
“The veterans and other employees
who work at these facilities deserve to
work in an environment where laws
are respected and where the highest
level of professionalism is maintained,”
Durbin wrote.
Given that the letter also describes
“an environment of fear” for employees
at the Marion VA, Durbin on Friday
asked the VA in writing to remind
the workers of their rights under the
Whistleblower Protection Act.
Those employees “need to be
assured that their openness and honesty about what happened and when and
how events unfolded will not be held
against them,” according to Durbin’s
letter to VA acting Secretary Gordon
Mansfield.
“A thorough investigation that
allows investigators to truly get to the
bottom of the situation rests largely on
what people who have worked on the
hospital can tell us,” Durbin wrote to
Mansfield.
In an e-mail to the AP by someone claiming to be among the 31
former and current employees — the
sender was identified only as “Florence
DoGooder” — the group insists “we are
not a mob of ‘nitpicking disgruntled
employees,’ ‘goldbrickers,’ troublemakers
or people out to be vindictive and spiteful simply for the sake of doing so.”
“What we stand for is competent,
responsible leadership in management
of the medical center,” the e-mail read.
Messages left Sunday by The
Associated Press at the Marion VA and
with the national VA that oversees
it were not immediately returned.
Messages also were left with southern
Illinois’ U.S. Attorney’s Office.

CALENDAR

If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

SIUC Rodeo Club
meeting

• 5:30 today at the Agriculture Building,
Room 114

POLICE REPORTS
There are no new items to report today.

SIU Amateur Radio
Club Meeting

• 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Engineering
Building, A131
• General meeting, local reporter discussion, classes for license testing
• Open to all who have any interest in
ham radio

Annual Delta Zeta Taco
Dinner
• 5-8 p.m. Tuesday at the Delta Zeta
house (Fulkerson Hall) on Greek Row
• All you can eat Taco Dinner to benefit
Philanthropy, the Painted Turtle, and
the Speech and Hearing Impaired
• Tickets are $5

Historic Town Square
Chess Club

• 7 p.m. every Tuesday night in
November at Longbranch Coffeehouse
• Winners get 50 percent off select drinks

Submit calendar items to the D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom, Communications
1247, at least two days before event, or call (618) 536-3311, ext. 266.
The calendar is a free service for community groups. We cannot guarantee that
all items will run.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
68°

TUESDAY
High
47°

WEDNESDAY
High
53°

THURSDAY
High
58°

FRIDAY
High
59°

SATURDAY
High
62°

SUNDAY
High
65°

Low
35°

Low
28°

Low
36°

Low
37°

Low
41°

Low
50°

Low
47°

Clouds and sun
with a shower

Mostly sunny
and much
colder

Mostly sunny

Sunny to partly
cloudy

Plenty of
sunshine

Sunny intervals

Mostly cloudy

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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Teen girls get a taste of technology
Workshops work to
interest teen girls

MacKenzie
McCray, an 11year-old from
St. Rose K-8
School, middle,
and Hannah
Stover, a 13year-old from
North City K-8
School, learn
to connect
electrical wires
and create
a complete
circuit Saturday
morning at
the Dance
Pad Mania
workshop for
the Expanding
Your Horizons
conference. The
girls created
dance pads
that lit up and
buzzed by
connecting
circuits.

Caroline Rogers
DAILY EGYPTIAN

While some girls spent their
Saturday morning watching cartoons
or sleeping, 11-year-old MacKenzie
McCray woke up at 5 a.m. to design
her own step pad.
McCray, a St. Rose native, and
other middle- and high school-aged
girls spent half of their weekend at
Expanding Your Horizons, a conference aimed at young girls interested
in careers in mathematics and science. The workshops, which were
run by professionals and SIUC student volunteers, took place at the
Student Center and around campus.
One of the engineering workshops, Dance Pad Mania, provided
girls with the tools to create their
own step pads, which are used in the
popular video game “Dance Dance
Revolution.” Volunteers taught the
girls some new moves and then
allowed them to create their own
version of the step-activated pads.
Instructors got in on the fun,
too. Beth Spezia, a field representative for WSIU and group leader of
Design Squad, danced alongside her
group.
“For WSIU, it’s our first year participating, and we thought we’d give
it a try,” she said. “We were thrilled
to take this opportunity.”
Assistant Technology professor
Carl Spezia was there to show the
girls the fundamentals of engineering. To him, engineering is using
technology to come up with solutions to problems. After being taught
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the basics, the girls were cut loose to
apply what they learned to a real-life
situation.
Professionals not affiliated with
SIUC also offered workshops: Dr.
Kay Creese of Striegel Animal
Hospital taught What Is Making
My Pet Sick, and John A. Logan
chemistry professor Michiko Eberle
presented a workshop called Let’s
Have Fun With Chemistry.
Eberle kept her young audience
entertained by aspects of chemistry such as making slime. She has

siuDE.com
/videos

Check out the video online
at www.siude.com

been helping with Expanding Your
Horizons for about fifteen years.
“We’ve done many different presentations, but this one seems to
appeal the most to the young crowd,”
she said. “This is the type of presentation I wanted as a young adult; it’s

fun for me, too.”
Many of the girls had never been
to the SIUC campus. This was the
first trip for Lacey Whebler, 13, from
Brie’s District 12 School. She liked
the workshops and is considering
attending SIU when she graduates.

Expanding Your Horizons
is sponsored locally by Women
in Science and Engineering of
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale and nationally by
the Expanding Your Horizons
Network.
For more information on past
and future workshops, visit www.
expandingyourhorizons.org.
Caroline Rogers can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
crogers@siude.com
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2007 on
pace as
deadliest
for U.S.
in Iraq

WIRE REPORTS

P      

Specter will support
Mukasey nomination
despite torture views
WASHINGTON (AP) — The top
Republican on the Senate Judiciary
Committee said Sunday he is bothered by
Michael Mukasey’s refusal to say whether
waterboarding is torture but will support his
nomination for attorney general anyway.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., joins two key
Senate Democrats in saying he will back
Mukasey because the retired judge has
said that if Congress passes a law banning
waterboarding, “the president would have
absolutely no legal authority to ignore
such a law.”

Lauren Frayer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD — With just
under two months left in the
year, 2007 is on course to be
the deadliest year on record for
American forces in Iraq, despite
a recent sharp drop in U.S.
deaths.
At least 847 American military personnel have died in Iraq
so far this year — the secondhighest annual toll since the war
began in March 2003, according
to Associated Press figures.
In 2004, the bloodiest year
of the war for the U.S. so far,
850 American troops died. Most
were killed in large, conventional battles like the campaign
to cleanse Fallujah of Sunni
militants in November, and U.S.
clashes with Shiite militiamen
in the sect’s holy city of Najaf
in August.
But the American military
in Iraq has increased its exposure this year, reaching 165,000
troops — the highest levels yet.
Moreover, the military’s decision to send soldiers out of large
bases and into Iraqi communities means more troops have
seen more “contact with enemy
forces” than ever before, said
Maj. Winfield Danielson, a U.S.
military spokesman in Baghdad.
“It’s due to the troop surge,
which allowed us to go into areas
that were previously safe havens
for insurgents,” Danielson said.
“Having more soldiers, and having them out in the communities, certainly contributes to our
casualties.”
Last spring, U.S. platoons
took up positions — often in
abandoned houses or in muddy,
half-collapsed police stations
— in the heart of neighborhoods across Baghdad and nearby communities. The move was
part of President Bush’s new
strategy to drive al-Qaida from
the capital.
The idea was to fight the
“three-block war” — in the
words of the Pentagon counterinsurgency manual written in
part by America’s commander in
Iraq, Gen. David Petraeus — by
embedding U.S. forces inside
Iraqi communities in order to
win the trust and, crucially, the
aid of residents.
It was the first time many
residents had seen U.S. troops
up close, rather than whizzing by
in armored convoys en route to
huge bases that house thousands
of troops. And it was the first time
many U.S. troops went to bed each
night outside those fortresses, to
the sounds of Iraqi life: gunfire, the
roar of helicopters overhead and
an occasional explosion.
The move has worked, U.S.
officials say. Increasingly, the
sounds of Baghdad include children playing in the streets.
“It’s allowed Iraqi civilians
to get more comfortable with
U.S. forces — increasing the
number of tips we get from Iraqi
citizens,” Danielson said. “That
leads us to insurgent leaders and
cells, and cleaning those up has
led to a decline in violence over
the past couple months.”

E

King Tut’s face shown,
85 years after boy
king’s tomb discovered
G EORGE B RIDGES ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf declared a state of emergency in Pakistan on Saturday. He
answers questions during a news conference in the White House on Sept. 22, 2006 in this file photo.

Musharraf declares
emergency in Pakistan
President mutes media sources, may delay elections by a year
Robin McDowell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan —
Police and soldiers emboldened by
state of emergency powers swept up
hundreds of activists and opposition
members on Sunday, dragged away
protesters shouting “Shame on you!”,
and turned government buildings
into barbed-wire compounds.
Gen. Pervez Musharraf ’s government said parliamentary elections
could be delayed up to a year as it tries
to stamp out a growing Islamic militant threat — effectively linking two
of the greatest concerns of Pakistan’s
biggest international donors: the
United States and Britain.
Increasingly concerned about the
unfolding crisis, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice said Washington
was reviewing billions of dollars in
aid to its close terrorism-fighting ally.
Britain is also examining its assistance.
“Some of the aid that goes to
Pakistan is directly related to the
counterterrorism mission,” Rice told
reporters traveling with her. “We just
have to review the situation.”
But, she said, she did not expect

the U.S. “to ignore or set aside our
concerns about terrorism.”
Scores of paramilitary troops
blocked access to the Supreme Court
and parliament. Streets in the capital appeared largely calm, with only
a handful of demonstrations. But
one, attended by 40 people at the
Marriott Hotel, was broken up by
baton-wielding police.
“Shame on you! Go Musharraf
go!” the protesters shouted as officers
dragged some out of the crowd and
forced them to the ground. Eight
were taken away in a van.
In an address to the nation late
Saturday, Musharraf said the growth
of a militant Islamic movement and a
court system that hindered his powers forced him to declare a state
of emergency, despite the urging of
Western allies against authoritarian
measures.
Less than 24 hours after the order
was issued, militants in the Afghan
border freed 211 captured Pakistani
soldiers in exchange for the army’s
decision to free 28 insurgents, including some allegedly connected to suicide attacks, officials said.
Though they gave no explanation
for the decision, it appeared to fly in

the face of Musharraf ’s claims that
emergency rule was needed to make
sure terrorists — dozens of whom
he says have been freed by Pakistani
courts — stay off the streets.
Critics say Musharraf, a 1999 coup
leader who had promised to give up
his army post and become a civilian
president this year, imposed emergency rule in a last-ditch attempt to
cling to power.
Crucial parliamentary elections had
been scheduled for January, but Prime
Minister Shaukat Aziz said the polls
could be delayed up to a year. He said
the extraordinary measures would be in
place “as long as it is necessary.”
In Islamabad, phone service that
was cut Saturday evening appeared to
have been restored by Sunday morning, but television news networks
other than state-controlled Pakistan
TV remained off the air.
Aziz said up to 500 people were
detained nationwide in 24 hours.
Musharraf issued two ordinances
toughening media laws, including a
ban on live broadcasts of “incidents
of violence and conflict.” Also, TV
operators who “ridicule” the president,
armed forces and other powerful state
bodies face up to three years in jail.

Writers, studios negotiate in Hollywood
Gary Gentile
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Hollywood
writers and studio representatives began last-ditch negotiations
Sunday in an effort to prevent a
strike, the writers union said.
A federal mediator called the
meeting between the Writers Guild
of America and the Alliance of
Motion Picture and Television producers at an undisclosed location.
The writers’ contract expired
Oct. 31, and they plan to strike at
12:01 a.m. Monday if a deal cannot be reached. The first picket
lines would be seen at New York’s
Rockefeller Center, followed by
picket lines at various locations in
Los Angeles, the guild said.
The writers want more money
from the sale of DVDs and a
share of revenue generated by the

sale of TV shows and films over
the Internet. The studios say the
demands are unreasonable and
would hamper attempts to experiment with new media.
The last time writers went on
strike was in 1988. The walkout
lasted 22 weeks and cost the industry about $500 million.
WGA board members voted
unanimously Friday to begin the
strike unless studios offered a more
lucrative deal. The two sides have
been meeting since July.
The first casualty of the strike
would be late-night talk shows,
which are dependent on current
events to fuel monologues and other
entertainment.
“The Tonight Show” on NBC
will go into reruns starting Monday
if last-ditch negotiations fail and a
strike begins, according to a network official who spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity because the person was not authorized to comment
publicly.
Comedy Central has said “The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart” and
“The Colbert Report” would likely
go into repeats as well.
Daytime TV, including live talk
shows such as “The View” and soap
operas, which typically tape about a
week’s worth of shows in advance,
would be next to feel the impact.
The strike would not immediately affect production of movies
or prime-time TV programs. Most
studios have stockpiled dozens of
movie scripts, and TV shows have
enough scripts or completed shows
in hand to last until early next year.
Talks between writers and producers will likely impact upcoming
negotiations between the studios
and unions representing actors and
directors.

LUXOR, Egypt (AP) — King Tut’s bucktoothed face was unveiled Sunday for the
first time in public — more than 3,000
years after the youngest and most famous
pharaoh to rule ancient Egypt was shrouded in linen and buried in his golden underground tomb.
Archeologists carefully lifted the fragile
mummy out of a quartz sarcophagus decorated with stone-carved protective goddesses, momentarily pulling aside a beige
covering to reveal a leathery black body.
The linen was then replaced over Tut’s
narrow body so only his face and tiny
feet were exposed, and the 19-year-old
king, whose life and death has captivated
people for nearly a century, was moved to
a simple glass climate-controlled case to
keep it from turning to dust.

C

Teacher faces charges
after allegedly taking
student to Mexico
LEXINGTON, Neb. (AP) — The teacher
accused of fleeing to Mexico with a 13year-old boy after reports surfaced that
they were having sex was popular but strict
with kids who got in trouble, middle school
students said Sunday.
Kelsey Peterson, 25, and Fernando
Rodriguez, the subjects of a weeklong
search, were taken into custody without
incident in Mexicali, Mexico, after the boy’s
relatives told police he had called home
asking for money.
Peterson, a sixth-grade math teacher
and basketball coach at Lexington Middle
School, was turned over to FBI agents early
Saturday. She was being held on federal
charges at the Imperial County Jail in El
Centro, Calif., and was expected to appear
before a U.S. magistrate judge on Monday.

I

Iraqi Finance Ministry
aide killed with driver
BAGHDAD (AP) — Two carloads of
gunmen ambushed a top aide to Iraq’s
Finance Ministry on Sunday in Baghdad,
killing him and his driver, police said. The
two were among 15 people killed or found
dead in Iraq.
The Finance Ministry had no immediate comment about the attack on Qutaiba
Badir al-Din Mohammed, a Sunni adviser to
Iraq’s finance minister.

B

Citigroup CEO resigns
amid debt crisis
NEW YORK (AP) — Citigroup Inc. said
Sunday Chairman and Chief Executive
Charles Prince, beset by the company’s
billions of dollars in losses from investing in
bad debt, has retired and is being replaced
as chairman by former Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin.
In an announcement following an
emergency meeting of Citi’s board, the
nation’s largest banking company also said
Sir Win Bischoff, chairman of Citi Europe
and a Member of the Citi management
and operating committees, would serve as
interim CEO. Rubin, a former co-chairman
of Goldman, Sachs & Co., has served as the
chair of Citi’s executive committee.

N   Y  

Runner’s autopsy
inconclusive
NEW YORK (AP) — An autopsy of elite
runner Ryan Shay was inconclusive Sunday
after the 28-year-old collapsed and died
in Central Park at the U.S. men’s marathon
Olympic trials a day earlier.
“We want to take a closer look at the
heart tissue,” said Ellen Borakove, spokeswoman for the city medical examiner’s
office. She said the office likely would reach
a conclusion in a week after examining
Shay’s tissue on microscopic slides.
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Opera and musical theater join for laughs
Brandy Oxford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The audience laughed uproariously as Saturday’s performers
pulled hair and slapped each other
in the face during The Masochism
Tango – a sharp contrast to Mozart
pieces performed during the first
half of the evening.
Metropolitan Opera leading soprano Emily Pulley and
Broadway baritone Curt Olds performed a recital of musical theater
and opera Saturday for an audience
of 60 people in the Old Baptist
Foundation Recital Hall.
Pulley said opera is the highest form of storytelling because
it is both physically and mentally
demanding.
“I think a lot of people are
scared off because they think it’s
snobby or not accessible, but once
you find it, it grabs a hold of you
and won’t let you go,” Pulley said.
“It’s nothing to be afraid of.”
Modern opera requires performers to be actors as well as
singers, but Pulley said she prefers it that way because she loves
musical theater.
“I’m a good storyteller,” Pulley
said. “If all you’re looking for
is someone who’s just going to
stand there and sing, that’s not
what I’m there for, I’m there
really to tell the story.”
Most opera is done in French,
Italian, German and English
although Olds said Russian

and Spanish operas are growing in
popularity.
Olds said his goal was to teach
students through the night’s experience.
“We want to break down that
stereotype of opera,” Olds said.
“Sometimes languages get in the
way, but today with translations and
the subtitles, it’s entertaining stuff.
That’s why we started with the
Barber of Seville in English.”
Tim Fink, associate professor of
opera and musical theater, said the
event cost around $5,000 to hold,
but to have these performers the
expense was worth it.
Michelle Myers, a senior from
Macomb studying music business,
said a lot of performers come perform at the university, but few have
the background Pulley and Olds
have.
“It’s really nice to have somebody
of this caliber come to SIU,” Myers
said. “They did an amazing job
combining not only the amazing
vocal abilities and sounds, but also
the acting. Even if you can’t understand the words, you understand the
action of what’s going on.”
Pulley and Olds chose the night’s
pieces to fit the audience.
“I’m sure some people look at
the audience as their adversaries, but
they’re your friends, so you think
‘What would they like to see?’ and
‘How can I take them along with
me and help them experience this
with me?’” Pulley said.
Fink said students experienc-
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Metropolitan
Opera leading
soprano Emily
Pulley and
Broadway baritone Curt Olds
performed musical theater and
opera Saturday
at the Old Baptist
Foundation
Recital Hall. The
performance
included selections from
Mozart’s “Don
Giovanni” and
Rogers and
Hammerstein’s
“The King and I.”
T HOMAS B ARKER
D AILY E GYPTIAN

ing opera for the first time should
attend a live performance.
“They need to experience what
is really happening on a personal level,” Fink said. “When things
get put into an electronic format,
there’s a distancing that just isn’t
the same.”
Although they are considered
professionals in their fields, Pulley
and Olds audition for parts regularly. Pulley compared auditioning
to dating.
“The process never ends,” Pulley
said. “It’s funny because you can
be at the top of the game, but say
there’s a new administrator in the

opera house or he hasn’t heard you
in a while, you might have to audition for him even though you’re a
world renowned singer.”
Olds said he is lucky to be able
to make his living from his hobby.
Pulley agreed and said she enjoyed
working with Olds. She and Olds
worked together in the past and
had discussed an SIUC recital since
Olds directed Cats at the university
two years ago. The advanced planning made it easier to perform with
limited rehearsal time, Pulley said.
“I’m a very lucky girl that I get
to do what I love to do for a living,
whether it’s for a 300 seat house or

a 3,000 seat house,” Pulley said.
“With opera singers, if something
goes different than you’ve done it
before, it’s like a deer in the headlights, but Curt is all about going
with the moment.”
Pulley said her favorite piece
of the night was “I Enjoy Being a
Girl” from Flower Drum Song.
“The piece is so out of character
for me,” Pulley said. “I feel like I’m
giggling the whole time I’m doing
it.”
Brandy Oxford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or
brandy_oxford@siude.com
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From SIU to the Big Show
Gary Miller

ANDY FRUTH
afruth@siu.edu

People unfamiliar to SIU tend to belittle
our university as much as possible. I’ve heard
many people from other places devalue the
degree I hold from SIU saying that people
who go here are only here to party and, most
importantly — one can’t be successful after
leaving SIU. I beg to differ. The following
people have been very successful after leaving
SIU:

Walter Frazier
Despite being offered football
scholarships at many other schools, Walt
“Clyde” Frazier chose to play basketball
at a small state school that wasn’t known
for its basketball program prior to the
1960s. During his tenure at SIU, Clyde
led the Salukis to the 1965 Division II
finals and, most importantly, the 1967
NIT Championship (a 71-56 victory over
Marquette) at Madison Square Garden in
New York City. After his college career at
SIU was over, Walt became a fifth round
pick in the NBA draft and would start a
professional career that would end as an
inductee in the Basketball Hall of Fame
in 1987 and also as one of the NBA’s 50
greatest players in 1996.

Jim Belushi
John Belushi first came up with the
“College” sweatshirt as portrayed in the
1980 film “Animal House” while living
with his younger brother, Jim, as he pursued
his degree at SIU. One of the houses they
lived in is actually still standing on Hospital
Street behind Dairy Queen, so conceivably
it could have been the experiences in that
house that sparked an idea that turned into
one of the most popular shirt designs on
college campuses today. After college, Jim
later become a regular on Saturday Night
Live and now stars on the ABC sitcom
“According to Jim.” Belushi is also an avid
sports fan, rooting for the Chicago Bears
and Cubs as well as staying faithful to his
Alma Mater, donning his Saluki Maroon
whenever possible.

Jenny McCarthy
Like many other people from the
Chicago area, Jenny McCarthy found her
way down to SIU in 1993 to study nursing.
Like many other college students, Jenny
found herself needing more money to pay
for college, so she submitted a picture of
herself to Playboy and the rest was history.
She quickly emerged to become the 1994
Playmate of the Year and later landed
various roles on MTV like the popular mid1990s dating show “Singled Out.”

I grew up watching Sportscenter as a
kid, and I still watch Sportscenter every day
when I get up. I had no idea at the time,
but every day when I would get up and
watch Sportscenter, I was watching an SIU
graduate give me all the highlights from the
previous day in sports. From 1990 to 2004,
Gary Miller worked for ESPN as an anchor
on Baseball Tonight and Sportscenter and
also served as the play-by-play announcer
for Major League Baseball and the College
World Series.

Bart Scott
Going undrafted in 2002 didn’t stop Bart
Scott from becoming successful in the NFL.
The three-year starter at SIU who amassed
352 tackles walked on to the Baltimore
Ravens and has since become known as one
of the most feared defenders in the NFL.
Scott made his first Pro Bowl appearance
in 2006 after recording 103 tackles and 9.5
sacks.

Brad Fiorenza
These days, landing a spot on MTV’s
the “Real World” can turn everyday college
students into reality TV superstars; just
ask Brad Fiorenza. Hailing from Orland
Park, Brad attended SIU for a few years
before graduating with a degree from Lewis
University. A few years after being an active
member of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
at SIU, Brad landed a spot on the “Real
World San Diego” cast and the rest was
history. He has since appeared on the MTV
Real World/Road Rules challenges “Battle of
the Sexes II,” “The Inferno II,” “Gauntlet II”
and, most recently, “The Duel.”

Brandon Jacobs
My first year at SIU, I sat right next to
Brandon Jacobs in my sociology class in
Quigley. It’s weird to think that the guy I sat
next to in class and talked to every Monday
about the previous week’s Saluki game is
now the starting running back for the New
York Giants and can be seen claiming
SIU as his school when they introduce the
offense. The fourth round draft pick in the
2005 NFL draft recently ran for 131 yards
against the Dolphins in London in front of
some 80,000 people in the first NFL regular
season game held in Europe.
Every one of these former Salukis found
success after leaving SIU. We can all be
successful after SIU whether it is through
sports, entertainment or any other endeavor.
Quit worrying about what other people
think and focus on the good things. Despite
what other people think, it is possible to
make it to the Big Show after SIU.
Fruth is a graduate student in
curriculum and instruction.
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THEIR WORD

Shield law key to
watchdog journalism
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

The commitment to a free press was
so important to our nation’s founders
that it’s in the Constitution. But for the
last 35 years, an important free press tool
— protection for journalists who use
confidential sources — has been slowly
eroding in the federal courts.
In recent years, more than 40 reporters
have been quizzed in federal criminal or
civil court about their confidential sources,
and at least two have been jailed. But a
bipartisan solution is now at hand in the
form of a meaningful federal shield law.
Earlier this month, the Free Flow of
Information Act passed with a veto-proof
majority in the House (398-21) and a
slightly different version passed the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., should call for
a floor vote on the House version, ensuring
it would go to the president’s desk.
Most journalists use confidential
sources sparingly and as a last resort.
And information they provide is usually
supported by follow-up documentation
or further interviews. In many instances,
providing a source confidentiality is
essential to the important watchdog role
the press provides in our democracy.
The proposed federal protection is not

about allowing journalists to be above the
law. The House bill would allow federal
courts to force the disclosure of a source
under several circumstances, including if it
would prevent a death or terrorist attack.
Until 1972, journalists had broad
protection. The Supreme Court ruled
then that the Constitution did not protect
confidential sources. To protect journalists
and their sources, 33 states, including
California, have passed shield laws, and
16 others have had state court rulings that
protect journalists.
The federal government must catch up.
The Bush administration opposes the
legislation, complaining that it could harm
national security and hamper its efforts
to prosecute leaks. But the real reason the
White House opposes a shield law is to
shield its overused secrecy.
In recent years, important stories
involving the Balco-sports steroid scandal
and Wen Ho Lee spy case have involved
confidential sources, with journalists
forced into protracted, costly legal battles.
Public service journalism requires a little
protection for journalists and their sources.
The House shield law is the quickest way
to ensure it.
This editorial appeared in the San Jose
Mercury News on Thursday.

WORDS OVERHEARD

focused on coming back, regardless of what happened. But it
“I was
worked out, I’m here, and I’m excited abot coaching this team.
”

Chris Lowery
SIU men’s basketball coach
on his return to another basketball season
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Animal experiments waste taxpayers’ money
Kathy Guillermo
GUEST COLUMNIST

Are worms gay? If they are,
what does that mean for humans?
Such questions may sound entirely
irrelevant to anything in our lives,
but some scientists, including Erik
Jorgensen at the University of Utah,
have apparently received money to
study these questions.
The worms — nematodes,
really — are tiny, 1-millimeter-long
creatures who live in soil. Most are
hermaphrodites, which means that
each worm produces both sperm and
eggs. The Times of London reported
that Jorgensen activated a gene in the
hermaphrodite worms’ brains, which
apparently convinced them to try
to mate with other hermaphrodites
rather than just with the male worms.
The conclusion, according to
Jorgensen’s quote in the Times:
“We cannot say what this means for
human sexual orientation, but it raises
the possibility that sexual preference is
wired in the brain.”
Hey, there’s something no one
ever thought of before.
This study serves as a reminder
that there are only so many research
dollars available, and most of it comes
from your taxes. Do you want to foot
the bill for experiments that don’t
have anything to do with preventing

or curing illness? Or for studies that
are obviously redundant or pointless?
Or for experiments that are so cruel
that whatever is learned from them
simply isn’t worth the cost?
I’m opposed to using animals
for experimentation on ethical
grounds, and I also believe, as science
frequently shows, that most studies
on animals aren’t
particularly relevant to
humans. But even those
who support research
on animals should be
careful about accepting
the experimentation
industry’s claim that
the use of animals
in laboratories will
help find cures for
Alzheimer’s, AIDS,
Parkinson’s, cancer
and other diseases that
are frightening just to
contemplate. Consider
first what some
experimenters get paid big money
to do.
In July, Johns Hopkins University
announced that it was attempting
to create a “schizophrenic” mouse by
inserting a gene from the DNA of
a human family with schizophrenic
members into a mouse. Yet a
diagnosis of schizophrenia hinges
on the patient hearing voices that

aren’t there and seeing things others
don’t see. How exactly does an
experimenter know if this is true
of mice, even if a gene has been
inserted?
At Oregon Health & Science
University, experimenter Eliot
Spindel injects the fetuses of pregnant
monkeys with nicotine and then gives
the mothers vitamin
supplements to see if
that makes it “safer” to
smoke while pregnant.
Yet we’ve known since
1972 that smoking
is harmful to human
fetuses. Spindel’s
money would have
been better spent
convincing pregnant
women not to smoke.
Under the guise of
studying fetal alcohol
syndrome, David
J. Earnest at Texas
A&M Health Science
Center examined sleep problems in
baby rats who were force-fed alcohol.
Perhaps Earnest is unaware that
human infants don’t binge-drink after
birth.
At universities and primate centers
across the country, experimenters are
still tearing infant monkeys from their
mothers to observe the detachment
and psychosis that result from this

Do you
want to foot
the bill for
experiments
that don’t
have anything
to do with
preventing or
curing illness?

trauma. These are variations on the
dreadful experiments conducted by
Harry Harlow more than 40 years
ago. How often do we need to prove
that taking love and comfort from a
baby monkey will destroy the animal’s
happiness and ability to cope with
life?
I could go on and on — monkeys
who have the tops of their skulls
removed, electrodes stuck in their
brains and wire coils implanted in
their eyes to look at the connection
between eye movement and the brain;
birds whose testicles are sucked out
so that experimenters can examine
what happens to their songs; cats who
have their backs cut open and weights
attached to their spinal tissue and are
then killed, supposedly to study lower
back problems in people. The list
seems endless.
These animals are caged for their
entire lives, traumatized, physically
and emotionally damaged, killed and
cut up for experiments that don’t even
pretend to be about saving humans.
Whether or not you agree with me
that it’s unethical to do this to animals
for any reason, surely it’s obvious that
much experimentation on animals is a
terrible waste of money and lives.
Guillermo is director of research for
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA).
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International dysfunction runs amok, Burmese suffer
Joel Brinkley
GUEST COLUMNIST

David Steinberg may have
been the only American to meet
with a senior member of the
Burmese government after the
brutal repression of pro-democracy
demonstrations in September.
Steinberg is a Burma expert at
Georgetown University, and he
says the Burmese agreed to see him
late last month because, for years,
they have looked to him for honest,
often blunt, assessments of the
government’s standing in the world.
This meeting was no exception.
“I will tell you things your staff
won’t tell you,” Steinberg said he told
a senior minister he is not permitted
to name. “Your government is
following a policy that is disastrous
for society. You have lost legitimacy.
Your explanations are not believed by
anyone internally or externally.”
This week, Steinberg
acknowledged that his visit had no
apparent effect. The same can be said
for the world’s fitful efforts to break
the Burmese junta’s destructive hold
on the country over the last 20 years.
For two decades, the United
States, the United Nations, Burma’s
Southeast Asian neighbors and
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other countries have fretted about
the Burmese people now and then
and applied vacillating, contradictory
policies. At times, in some countries,
isolation is the policy de jour.
At other times in other capitals,
engagement is offered as the cure.
Now it is plain: None of this has
worked, and after all these years the
junta’s grip is strangling the country.
U Gambria, a Burmese monk leader,
spoke by phone to Radio Free Asia
in September and had this to say:
“To Buddhists all over the world
and activists and supporters of the
Burmese movement, please help to
liberate the Burmese people from
this disastrous and wicked system.
To the 6 billion people of the world,
to those who are sympathetic to the
suffering of the Burmese people,
please help us to be free from this
evil system. Many people are being
killed, imprisoned, tortured and
sent to forced labor camps. I hereby
sincerely ask the international
community to do something to stop
these atrocities.”
My hope is that Manmohan
Singh, the Indian prime minister,
happened to be listening to Radio
Free Asia that day. But I doubt it
would have made any difference,
given India’s shameful behavior

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

toward Burma. At the height of
the demonstrations, while soldiers
were torturing and killing monks,
the Indian government proclaimed
that Burma remained “a close and
friendly neighbor” and dispatched its
petroleum minister there to make a
deal. He signed a three-year energy
exploration agreement that will feed
cash to the junta.
China sells arms to the Burmese
military and buys natural gas.
Thailand pays the military dictators
$2.8 billion a year for natural gas.
Singapore maintains what one
expert calls “an intimate engagement
with the regime” and remains the
favored shopping destination for the
dictators and their families. Malaysia’s
state-owned oil company pumps
natural gas for the junta. So does
Chevron, the American company. It
gets a grandfather exemption from
U.S. sanctions because it has been
operating there for so long.
Late last month, President
Bush condemned the junta’s
barbarous crackdown and tightened
longstanding American sanctions.
“Burma’s rulers continue to defy
the world’s just demands to stop their
vicious persecution,” he declared and
called on Burma’s neighbors to stop
coddling the regime. But Maureen

Aung-Thwin, a Burmese who heads
the Burma Project at the Open
Society Institute, believes Bush’s
declamations are counter-productive.
“You just don’t want to hear this
loud voice from America anymore”
because people don’t want to seem to
be following Washington’s lead.
International dysfunction runs
even deeper. While Washington
ratchets up sanctions, the United
Nations is promoting closer
engagement — and chooses to refer
to the nation by the dictator’s favored
name, Myanmar. Ibrahim Gambari,
the U.N. envoy to Burma, suggested
that “a combination of strong
encouragement of the authorities in
Myanmar to do the right thing along
with some incentives” would show
that “the world is not there to just
punish Myanmar.”
Well, if the Burmese leaders
had any inclination “to do the right
thing,” we’d have heard about that
decades ago. All of this presents a
cacophony of conflicting approaches
that have emboldened the military
dictators and enabled them to
weather international scorn with
hardly a worry.
Brinkley’s column appears weekly in the
McClatchy-Tribune.
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MORE THAN TRANSPORTATION
Midwest car
owners convene in
Williamson County
for their passion
Eugene Clark
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Sam Eaves’ 1973 Dodge
Challenger will never be in a
parking lot, he said.
Eaves’ custom car was just
one of around 52 of the region’s
best cars on display at the first
Greater Egypt Invitational
Vintage and Custom Car Show
at the Williamson County
Pavilion Saturday. Marion Ford,
the Williamson County Tourism
Bureau and the Williamson
County Pavilion sponsored the
event.
Amy Erickson, co-coordinator
for the show, said the car show
not only showcased the region’s
hotels, restaurants and attractions
but also provided the Williamson
County Tourism Bureau a chance
to sponsor its own event.
Eaves, 52, from Vienna, said
his Dodge Challenger has never
been in a car show before and
he was privileged to receive an
invitation to a show that has some
of the “best of the best” in the
region.
Eaves said his car isn’t a car
used for day-to-day driving and
he doesn’t take it out much, but he
does drive it up and down the road
and will not trailer it anywhere.
“That is why I have it. I like
to drive it. Some guys, they trailer
them. It’s not a car anymore, it is
a piece of art when you do that,”
Eaves said.
Jim Sharp, 52, from Paducah,
Ky., said his 2001 Z06 Corvette
has won numerous best show
awards and many magazine articles have been written about the
vehicle.
Sharp said the flames on the
side and interior of the vehicle
receive a lot of attention from
on-lookers.
Some of the owners of the
shiny vehicles with impeccable
engines that lined the concrete
floor in the Pavilion stood by their

Mike Jobe, left,
admires a 1963
Plymouth Savoy
sedan owned by
Eddie Stevens,
right. The Plymouth
Savoy has been
painstakingly
restored to 1963
specifications.
J AMES D URBIN
D AILY E GYPTIAN

“
I like to drive it. Some
guys, they trailer them. It’s
not a car anymore, it is a
piece of art when you do
that.
— Sam Eaves
1973 Dodge Challenger owner

vehicles to answer questions.
Maereta Clark, 63, from
Pittsburg, said about 10 people
stopped and asked about the color
and motor of her and her husband’s 1965 Dodge Cornet.
“That is why (we) go, to mingle
with people that have old cars,
talk old car talk,” she said.
The cars on hand competed for
numerous awards, including “The
Ladies’ Choice,” “The People’s
Choice” and “The Sponsor’s
Choice,” which were judged by
the car owners of each vehicle,
Erickson said.
An overall passion for cars is
what attracted some of the local
residents to the show.
Aaron Wright, 38, from
Zeigler, said he, his father and his

J AMES D URBIN ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

The city of Marion hosted the Greater Egypt Invitational Vintage and Custom Car Show this weekend
at the Williamson County Pavilion. Cars in attendance included classics such as the 1967 Chevy Nova and
1955 Chevy Bel Air pictured as well as modern musclecars and imports of all types.
son always go to car shows or car
races on the weekend.
Wright said he has been into
cars since he was around 13 and
his favorite type of car often

changes as he gets older.
“I tend to like different styles
that I didn’t like before,” he said.
“I appreciate other cars that I
didn’t before, some of the older

classics.”
Eugene Clark can be reached at
536-3311 ext 263 or
at eclark@siude.com.

Local conservation society raises money for the birds
Illinois group holds birdseed fundraiser
David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The legacy of a 17th century
man who shot birds for a living is
now working to keep them alive in
southern Illinois.
The Shawnee Audubon Society
held its bi-annual birdseed fundraiser at the Big Muddy Independent
Media Center Saturday. The group,
which consists of bird-enthusiasts
working to preserve the local avian
species of southern Illinois, sold
birdseed, bird feeders and other
accessories to raise money for its
cause.
“Conservation and education are
our main goals,” said John Wallace,
president of the Shawnee Audubon
Society. “We promote the perpetuation of native flora and fauna.”
The Shawnee Audubon Society

w

w

is the southern Illinois chapter of
the Illinois Audubon Society, which
is part of a national organization
devoted to preserving the nation’s
wildlife.
The organization itself gets its
name from John James Audubon,
the 17th century outdoorsman who
shot birds in North America to
draw accurate depictions of them
later. Though he had no direct
involvement with the formation of
the group, his name was chosen for
the reputation he had as an expert
on American bird species.
According to Wallace, the
Illinois Audubon Society is the
oldest conservation society in the
state, dating back to 1897. The
society currently has almost twenty
chapters across the state, including
chapters in Joliet, Springfield and
Danville, with Carbondale’s chapter

w
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consisting of about 100 members.
Wallace said the fundraisers typically bring in about $300 to $400
dollars of profit for the society, and
are held once in the fall and once in
the winter of each year. The fundraisers are currently in their 12th
year, with most of the work being
done by Wallace and his wife Karen
Fraley.
“My wife and I pretty much
spearhead the birdseed sale,” Wallace
said.
Anita Brown, a stay-at-home
mother from Carbondale, was
among the customers who purchased birdseed from Wallace.
Brown said she was unaware of the
sale, but after seeing a flyer for it,
was interested in coming out and
supporting local merchants.
“I was actually planning to buy
birdseed from the store, but when I
saw there was a local organization,
I thought I’d rather support a local
organization than a national chain
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“
I was actually planning to buy birdseed from the store,

but when I saw there was a local organization, I thought
I’d rather support a local organization than a national
chain store.
— Anita Brown
stay-at-home mother from Carbondale

store,” Brown said.
After the sale, several members
of the Shawnee Audubon Society
attended an overnight meeting at the
War Bluff Valley Wildlife Sanctuary,
which is the largest sanctuary owned
by the Illinois Audubon Society.
The local chapter of the society
meets six times a year, and this was
the first meeting held during an
overnight camping trip.
Terri Treacy, a member of the
Shawnee Audubon Society, said she
would be in attendance for the overnight camping trip. This being the
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first one of its kind, Treacy said she
hoped it would set a good precedent
for future camping trips.
“This is the first time we’ve ever
done a camping trip, so I’m not sure
what will happen,” Treacy said. “But
I do know that we’ll have a bonfire,
and in the morning, more people
will come and we’ll go bird-watching.”
David Lopez can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 273 or dave.
lopez@siude.com.
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LEFT:Drag queen
Aida Headley
starts off The
Saluki Rainbow
Network’s BiAnnual Drag
Show Friday
in the Student
Center. Headley
was crowned
Miss Carbondale
2007 at Upside
Downtown in
Carbondale.
BELOW: Stacia
Creek, a graduate
advisor for the
Saluki Rainbow
Network,
performs the
song “Trashy
Women” by
Confederate
Railroad.
E DYTA B ŁASZCZYK
D AILY E GYPTIAN

DRAG

To hold costume fabric and her
cleavage in place, Headley said she
uses spray adhesive, which attaches
the fabric to skin.
“You have to use Goo Gone to
get it off, but I’ve done entire costumes by just using the spray and
pieces of fabric,” Headley, who was
named Miss Carbondale 2007 at
Upside Downtown, said.
She said she grew up around
theater where she sang, acted and
did stage makeup. Headley said she
has been doing drag shows seriously
for about three years and sees them
as a performance opportunity.
“There are drag queens out
there that are all about looking like
women and I can look like a woman
when I have too, but I’m all about
doing the freaky stuff, like Marilyn
Manson and Pink,” Headley said.

“I’m all about the entertainment
value of it.”
Creek, who said he has been
doing drag shows for about a
year and a half, performed Trashy
Women by Confederate Railroad
and Trannie Got Pack, a spin-off of
Baby Got Back by Sir Mix-a-Lot.
Creek said his biggest crowd
pleaser in the past was also his personal favorite.
“I did YMCA and I was the
leather daddy with all black
leather and the hat,” Creek said.
“Sometimes you do a number and it
doesn’t go over very well and there’s
crickets and other times people will
be screaming.”
Those who don’t know what
to expect before attending a drag
show should come prepared to be
entertained and laugh, Creek said.
She also said performers always
appreciate tips.
“Our costumes are expensive so

GUMBY’S

RAKE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

1

Cigarettes purchased from
Gumby’s in October also
had a warning label from the
U.S. Surgeon General about
the health risks of smoking.
The former pack of cigarettes
had a warning label printed in
Ukrainian, which does not meet
requirements in the Cigarette
Labeling and Advertising Act.
Hippler said Gumby’s restaurants in Columbus, Ohio,
and Carbondale are the only
two outlets in the franchise
selling tobacco products. Packs
are sold at $6 each for the
convenience of customers in
Carbondale.
“It’s a non-existent profit
center for me,” Hippler said. “If
we sold four packs a week, I’d
be shocked.”
Lerette declined to comment and said Hippler and
O’Brien would speak on his
behalf.
Edyta Blaszczyk contributed
to this report.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or
barton.lorimor@siude.com.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

tipping is just a small way of saying
thanks, and it helps,” Creek said.
Co-director Chelcee Loghry
said the show cost about $700 dollars to host, although the two kings,
both SIUC students, performed
solely for tips. Loghry said they
encourage tipping to keep costs
down.
“This way we don’t have to pay
them a whole lot because they get
paid from everybody else,” Loghry
said. “It’s a quick buck actually.”
Loghry said SRN paid $75 to
$100 to have queens from as far
away as St. Louis perform at the
university.
“The most money is spent on
the people and getting them here,”
Loghry said.
Timasha Udugama, a senior
from Sri Lanka studying physiology, said the hired performers made
this year’s show the best of the SRN
drag shows.

“A lot of people enjoyed Jada
Kiss because she was the closest
thing you could see to Beyoncé if
you’ve never been to a concert,”
Udugama said. “It’s a performance,
not just a guy dressed in girls clothes

or a girl dressed in guy clothes. It’s
an art.”
Brandy Oxford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or
brandy_oxford@siude.com.

1

Nine students met at the
Student Center at 9 a.m. Saturday
to travel to the first of three homes
to rake leaves. Rakes, gloves and
garbage bags were provided, along
with beverages and lunch for all
volunteers.
Bryan McConomy, president
of Habitat for Humanity’s SIUC
chapter, said they don’t charge for
raking lawns but do give people the
opportunity to donate. Flyers notified people to contact McConomy
to get their lawns raked.
The Rake-A-Thon will continue Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
McConomy said more people are
expected to volunteer on Saturday
when they will rake four lawns.
“We’re raising money and it’s
a good way to do it,” said Dean
Ralston, volunteer coordinator for
the Jackson County chapter.
Leah Otten, a junior from
Frankfort studying dental hygiene,
is a member of the Newman
Center volunteer group and said
she found out about the event
through Facebook.
Otten said it’s a chance for
people to give back to the community.
“Most of the people are older

Jessica Smith,
a junior in
food and
nutrition
from Chicago,
helps Lionel
Grant, a senior
in zoology
from Dolton
bag leaves
at Saturday
morning’s
Rake-a-Thon.
B RANDON C HAPPLE
D AILY E GYPTIAN

and I’m glad we can help them
out,” Otten said. “Everybody likes
to have a nice-looking lawn.”
Jessica Smith, president of
Minorities in Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Related Sciences,
learned of the Rake-A-Thon
through Saluki Volunteer Corps.
Smith said she wanted to help
in the community and brought
other members to the fundraiser
to help.

“It’s something that we look
forward to,” said the junior from
Chicago studying food and nutrition. “And it’s a free lunch.”
Chelsea Cwiklik, a sophomore
from Batavia studying elementary
education, signed up to volunteer
for both weekends and is the secretary for Habitat for Humanity’s
SIUC chapter.
She said she liked the Rake-AThon for more than just the com-

munity service.
“It’s a great way for students to
get volunteer hours and definitely
counts for my exercise for today,”
Cwiklik said.
Madeleine Leroux can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254
or mleroux@siu.edu.
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Patriots win battle of unbeaten
Dave Goldberg
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

I N D I A NA P O LI S — No
running up the score this week.
Against the Colts, the New England
Patriots had to struggle just to survive.
Survive they did, staying on
course for an unbeaten season as
Tom Brady threw two of his three
touchdown passes in a four-minute
span of the fourth quarter to overcome a 10-point deficit and beat
Super Bowl champion Indianapolis,
24-20, Sunday.
The win in perhaps the NFL’s
biggest regular-season game ever
keeps the Patriots (9-0) on course for
the NFL’s first unbeaten season since
Miami did it 1972 and gives them
the first tiebreaker over Indianapolis
(7-1) in the AFC playoffs.
“We were going against a hostile
crowd, an undefeated team, we took
our hats off to them. But we still
played well enough to win,” New
England linebacker Junior Seau said.
New England, which had been
scoring more than 41 points a game
and had beaten eight opponents
by an average of more than 25,
had piled points on late in several
games in which they were far ahead,
including last week’s 52-7 win over
Washington.
In this contest, anticipated since
the schedule came out last April,
they had to work their hardest just
to win.
They trailed 20-10 after Peyton
Manning scored on a 1-yard sneak
with 9:42 left in the game, and the
crowd roaring.
But on a second-and-10 from
their own 42, Brady hit Randy Moss
over the top for 55 yards to the Colts
3 on a play in which Indy lost Bob
Sanders, its best defensive back. That

set up a 3-yard touchdown pass to 49, finally awoke late. The long pass
to Moss was New England’s first
Wes Welker.
Rosevelt Colvin knocked the ball gain longer than 19 yards. It came on
loose from Manning to force a punt a scramble by Brady, who extended
on the next series. Then Brady found his record with at least 3 touchdown
Kevin Faulk over the middle for 13 passes a game to start the season to
yards for the winning score with nine games.
Moss proved to be a key through3:15 left.
Jarvis Green knocked the ball lose out, finishing with 9 catches for 145
from Manning and Colvin recovered yards and a touchdown.
to clinch the game on the Colts’ next
Coach Tony Dungy said the
series.
Colts had prepared for Moss, know“Some victories do mean more ing the Patriots would go to him
than others,” said linebacker Tedy when they needed a big play. Yet,
Bruschi, one of a
they were unable to
handful of Patriots
contain him when it
who played on all Some victories do mean counted most.
“We didn’t have
three of their Super
Bowl winners. “This more than others. This the answer for
Randy Moss today,”
is one we’re going to is one we’re going to
remember.”
Dungy said. “We
For three quar- remember.
had a lot of atten— Tedy Bruschi tion paid to him
ters this looked like
Patriot linebacker
trying to stop him
Indy’s game.
It seemed to have turned with 13 from catching the deep balls but he
seconds left in the first half, when caught the deep one at the big time
Joseph Addai took a short pass from of the game. That was really the
Manning and raced 73 yards for a play of the game, got them a quick
touchdown, at least twice faking out score.”
New England defenders who seemed
The Colts played without Marvin
as if they expected him to run out of Harrison, their top receiver, who
bounds to stop the clock.
missed his third straight game with
That gave the Colts a 13-7 half- a knee injury. Starting left tackled
time lead and seemed to be a huge Tony Ugoh also was out and the
Colts lost Tony Gonzalez, Harrison’s
momentum shift.
It certainly energized a Colts replacement, with a finger injury in
defense that was flying all over the the first half.
In the end, that wasn’t as much a
field at the start of the second half.
Dwight Freeney and Robert Mathis factor as Brady. He threw for 153 of
kept Brady under pressure most of his 255 yards in the fourth quarter as
the afternoon, and when middle line- the Patriots broke a three-game losbacker Gary Brackett picked off a ing streak against the Colts, who beat
Brady pass in the first minute of the them here 38-34 in the AFC title
fourth quarter that led to Manning’s game last season and went on to win
sneak, Indy seemed in control.
the Super Bowl by beating Chicago.
But Brady, who had 30 touchdown
This game was supposed to be
passes in the first half of the season, more like that AFC title game than
putting him on course to shatter the defensive struggle it was until
Manning’s three-year-old record of Brady finally made his big plays.

“
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Girls and Sports

Pulse

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black
Today’s Birthday. You’ll find out
this year, if you don’t already know, that
good intentions don’t always equal
good business. Be responsible for your
investments.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Sudoku

By The Mepham Group

To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) —
Today is a 5 — Make sure the details
are accurate on an item you’re sending
for. This advice also applies to things
you’re sending away. Do yourself a
favor and place your orders tomorrow.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —
Today is an 8 — Again, you realize
that you need to economize. Don’t
despair, some of your best ideas come
as a result of shortfalls. You’re a genius
at making do.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) —
Today is a 7 — Conditions are changing for the better, as you may have
noticed. Ignore past differences of
opinion or turn them into fascinations.
Yes, it can be done.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — Move a little bit slower now,
and think more carefully. Imagine the
results of your actions and increase
your rate of success.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
a 6 — You can avoid financial stress in
a lot of ways. Make more money, do
without or build what you want from
scratch. Get the family involved.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is an 8 — Reasoning doesn’t always
work to win the argument. Sometimes
it’s best to simply agree to disagree.
Differences make life interesting, and
you can still get along.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 6 — A difficult situation is just
about solved, partially thanks to you.
You didn’t let a confrontation slow you
down, you forged ahead. Charmingly,
of course.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is an 8 — You love to take care of others, but don’t fall for a silly scheme. If
you’re going to invest in a charity, make
sure you know how the money’s spent.
Get on the Board of Directors.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 6 — A difficult situation
forces you to take a stand. Hopefully
you know what you want and how
you propose to achieve it. If not, make
something up.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — Caution is advised.
Don’t even try to do everything by
yourself. Send your partner out to get
what you need, or have it delivered.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 5 — Once you’ve cleaned
up the mess, you’ll feel a lot better, as
usual. Then, allow yourself an outing to
visit special friends.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Today is a 7 — An older person is hard
to convince, perhaps for a good reason.
He or she may be looking ahead at
something you can’t see.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution
puzzle
Solutionto
to Saturday’s
Friday’s puzzle

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

PRIGE
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

ROCKA
© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

11/5/07

DEIBES
www.jumble.com

THORUG

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Subject for
discussion
6 Passing fancies
10 Wound sign
14 Essential acid
15 Downfall
16 This can’t be!
17 Butterball
18 “Dies __”
19 Spreadsheet
figures
20 Pioneer
23 Lisa Simpson,
to Bart
24 Kind of tale
or order
25 Decide against
27 Synchronous
30 Long Island
county
32 King in France
33 Wire message
35 State-of-the-art
home units
38 “Bus Stop”
playwright
40 Word before
20A, 56A,
11D and 29D
42 Zeno of __
43 Look after
45 Paid parker
47 French water
48 Unmask

Answer here:
Yesterday’s
Friday’s

50 Former Scottish
county
52 Forgo
54 Entreaty
55 Volcanic fallout
56 Certain
mutual fund

62 Memphis
record label
64 Tenn. neighbor
65 Garlic section
66 In this place
67 Maneuverable,
at sea

68
69
70
71

Metric unit
Large boats
Tailless cat
Low-budget
prefix

DOWN
1 Roosevelt’s
successor
2 Poet Khayyam
3 Pocket bread
4 As originally
positioned
5 Radiator
additive
6 Ruffle
7 Mystique
8 Actress
Cameron
9 Dirty looks
10 Turf piece
11 Phillies All-Star
infielder
12 Caper
13 Swelter
21 Censor’s insert
22 Hebrew letter
26 Green stone
27 Garden bloom
28 Nary a one
29 Ocean predator

30 Neighbor
of Tibet
31 Skater’s leap
34 Molten flow
36 Calf meat
37 Writer Bellow
39 French seasons
41 Domain
44 Nero’s egg
46 Cloying speech
49 Word derived
from a name
51 Pungent bulb
52 Former
Turkish title
53 Fall bloom
54 Cookware brand
57 Final Four org.
58 Deserve
59 Japanese zither
60 Balanced
61 Choreographer
Saarinen
63 Marks, as a
ballot

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”

(Answers tomorrow)
FEIGN
VISION
ALBINO
Jumbles: DEITY
Answer: A good mystery is bound to have this —
A “NOVEL” ENDING

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says check out siuDE.com/pulse to
hear the buzz on the weekend’s other releases.
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from the
‘Gangster’ hooks audiences Pulse Picks Pulse
team
Jakina Hill

Here are some movies in theaters
you should check out.

DAILY EGYPTIAN
“American Gangster”
Rated: R
Starring: Denzel Washington, Russell
Crowe
Directed by Ridley Scott
Runtime: 157 min.

A slightly horrific and vividly
graphic spectacle of what a bullet
to the head looks like or an up close
image of drugs entering the blood
stream evokes an uneasy feeling in
the stomach as well as the heart.
From the makeup artist to the
cameramen to the stars, those
involved in the production of
“American Gangster” brought their
best work to the big-screen version other businessmen after him, but
of the Frank Lucas story.
so are corrupt cops along with one
When Bumpy Johnson, Lucas’ good one who makes life interesting
boss and mentor, dies, Lucas takes it for Lucas. Richie Roberts, the one
upon himself to carry on the under- good cop, played by Russell Crowe,
side of the organization.
is determined to catch the guy in
Lucas, who is played by Denzel charge of Blue Magic.
Roberts’ character adds a dynamic
Washington, is a stern businessman
and almost obsesto the film that keeps
sive compulsive in
it from being simithe way he orgalar to other gangster
4.5 out of 5
flicks.
nizes his successful
drug-filled empire.
Roberts is the kind of cop who
As the Lucas brothers sell their turns in $1 million but continuously
Blue Magic cocaine, things change cheats on his wife with other women.
for the worse for other drug lords in Lucas is his complete foil as a ruthless, drug-dealing family man who
and around New York.
As Blue Magic becomes the drug does everything he can to make his
of choice, keeping a low profile is mother and wife happy.
As the clues come together for
impossible for Lucas. Not only are

ALICIA WADE

1. “American Gangster.” With Russell Crowe and Denzel
Washington in the leads for this true gangster flick, viewers are in for a retro treat.
2. “Wristcutters: A Love Story.” An examination of existence
after suicide always makes for an interesting film.

JAKINA HILL

PROVIDED P HOTO

Roberts, the scenes become more
riveting. Slow motion as cops go up
the stairs, close-ups of open wounds
from needles and a baby crying next
to its decomposing mother just begin
to take on a life-like quality, showing
instead of telling the potency of this
particular drug.
Heart is typically used to describe
the way an athlete plays or the way a
singer delivers a song, but this film
can be described the same way. It
delivers a seemingly close-to-truth
past story of two old men, a reformed
drug dealer and cop-turned-lawyer
who are still living today.
Jakina Hill can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 275 or jhill@siude.com.

1. “American Gangster.” The hype surrounding this film alone
is enough to force you into the theater.
2. “Bee Movie.” It’s about time for Seinfeld to play a bee.

AUDRA ORD

1. “Bee Movie.”This newest animated film is sweet on all levels,
whether you’re 4 or 44.
2. “American Gangster.” Denzel Washington. Need I say more?
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VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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came out on fire recording 20 kills,
and junior libero Bianca Riviera
added 25 digs to move Creighton
within one game of first place in
the MVC.
Winkeler said she was pleased
with the Salukis performance
against a tough Creighton team
— who has received votes in the
Top 25 polls this season.
Creighton now holds a 10-game
win streak against the Salukis dating back to 2003.
Sophomore middle blocker
Marina Medic said she was excited
to get at least one win against a top
team such as Creighton.
“It’s definitely big because it
shows what we can do against bigger teams,” Medic said.
On Saturday, the Salukis dominated the Bulldogs as they picked
up the victory in three straight sets
(30-28, 30-15, 34-32).
Sophomore middle blocker
Chandra Roberson led the Saluki
offense with 15 kills and five
blocks.
Berwanger and sophomore outside hitter Kelsie Laughlin also
contributed seven kills and 10 digs
each.
Roberson said she knew coming out strong would better the
chances that the Salukis could
sweep Drake in three games.
Winkeler also received an honor
of her own as she was announced

OFFENSE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Hill went 7-for-7 on the drive,
connecting with five different receivers
for an average of 10.8 yards per catch
and converted twice on third down
after doing so only once in the first
three quarters.
A short completion to sophomore
fullback Rick Burgess on first-and-10
at the Leatherneck 13 was almost the
difference, but Burgess was forced out
of bounds just a yard shy of the end
zone.
An offside call on first and goal

Junior setter
Brooklyn
Robbins
celebrates a
point against
Missouri
State Oct.
27. Robbins
had 35
assists and
eight digs
in Friday’s
3-1 loss at
Creighton.
B RANDON C HAPPLE
D AILY E GYPTIAN

as an inductee to the NJCAA
Volleyball Coaches Association
Hall of Fame on Thursday.
Previous to SIU, Winkeler was
head coach at Eastern Illinois
University from 2000 to 2004 and
coached 11 years prior at Parkland
Community College.
Winkeler will be inducted into
the Hall of Fame along with four
other NJCAA coaches from the
Midwest Nov. 14.
The Salukis are back in Davies
Gymnasium Saturday when they

host Bradley and Sunday hosting
Northern Iowa in the last home
series of the season.
Saturday’s game will be “senior
night” for the Salukis as they honor
defensive specialists Kari Buelhorn
and Trisha Kamphius before the 5
p.m game against Northern Iowa.
Students who show their football
ticket stub also receive $1 admission to the game.

at the one made the distance to score
even shorter just before Hill rumbled
through for his second rushing touchdown of the season.
Hill said the mentality on the drive
was similar to what the Salukis had
done throughout the contest.
“We just stayed within ourselves
— didn’t try to do too much, didn’t
try to get too crazy,” Hill said. “We
have our game plan and we stuck
with it and we just started executing
plays. Our receivers made some big
catches.”
Coach Jerry Kill said the team was
able to find a rhythm that evaded the

Salukis in the first three quarters, and
he said in hindsight he would have
had Hill throw the ball more often
earlier in the game.
Kill attributed the team’s ability to
come-from-behind for the third time
this season to the mental toughness
instilled in the players that lasts until
the final minutes of play.
“I think our team has shown that
all year,” Kill said. “We just find a way
to win sometimes, and that’s not all
bad.”

Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or megkramp@siu.edu.

Sean McGahan can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 269 or mcgahan@siu.edu.
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STAT OF THE DAY

Saluki Football

With Week 9 byes, the St. Louis Rams and Miami Dolphins both stand at 0-8 this season.
Which team is more likely to finish the season 0-16?
“Neither team will finish the season without

SEAN MCGAHAN a win, but the Rams have a better chance at
mcgahan
@siude.com

completing the miraculous feat. Miami will win
up to four of the remaining eight and might even
catch the Patriots looking forward to the playoffs
in week 16. Rams fans, on the other hand, should
get used to the dead air of blackout games.”

“I think St. Louis stands a better chance,
as Miami has two games against the Bills
and one against the Jets. But it’s pretty even
— both teams are really, really bad. I like that
there are two winless teams now, though.
I’ve been waiting a long time to see a team
go 0-16, and I think the Rams and Dolphins
are just the teams to do it.”

MEGAN KRAMPER
mkramper
@siude.com

Western Illinois junior
running back Herb Donaldson
became the first running back
to rush for 100 yards against
the SIU football team this
season after he rushed for 137
yards in the Salukis’ 10-9 win
Saturday. The only other player
to run for 100 yards against SIU
this season is Southern Utah
quarterback Wes Marshall, who
rushed for 123 yards in the
Salukis’ 44-10 victory over the
Thunderbirds Sept. 15.

SCOTT MIESZALA
smieszala
@siude.com

“I’ve wanted to avoid this question for weeks
but I will unwillingly say the Rams. At the
beginning of the season I thought they were
playoff-worthy but now it doesn’t even look
like they will tally one win all season.”

GUEST COMMENTATOR : MARK KELLY
“Well I think neither of them are likely because I’ve heard it’s
harder to go winless than undefeated. But if I had to pick one I’d
have to say the Rams because their offensive line is just getting
destroyed with injuries, and without an offensive line you can’t do
too much.”
– SIU junior catcher Mark Kelly

DEFENSE
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Western Illinois got the ball
as far as the Salukis’ 44-yard line
before quarterback Matt Barr was
tackled behind the line by SIU
defensive ends Cloud and Devon
Reese on first-and-10. A timeout from the Leathernecks set the
stage for a second-and-12 from
SIU’s 46 with 27 seconds remaining in the game.
That’s when Cloud, a junior, burst
into the backfield to sack Barr, pushing the Leathernecks back into their
own territory. Saluki senior linebacker Trevor Moe intercepted Barr’s pass
two plays later on fourth down, and
a knee taken by senior quarterback
Nick Hill ensured a 10-9 win for the
Salukis (8-1, 4-1 Gateway).
Western Illinois coach Don
Patterson said his kicker, Taylor
Rowan, is capable of hitting 60-yard
field goals. Rowan hit a 56-yard field
goal in the first quarter to give the
Leathernecks their first lead.
“We didn’t need many more yards,
that’s for sure, to have a chance,”
Patterson said.
SIU coach Jerry Kill said Cloud’s
sack on Barr was crucial with Rowan’s
kicking ability.
“James came through with a huge
sack because they get 10 yards there,
he’s in range. There’s no question
about it,” Kill said.
Cloud totaled nine tackles in the
game, including a game-high four
tackles for a loss.
Defensive tackles Larry Luster
and Chris Arthurs each collected
four tackles, while defensive tackle Andre Tillman had three and
freshman defensive lineman Jason

Seaman recorded two tackles and
forced a fumble.
Kill said strong play from the
defensive line aided SIU’s line backing corps.
Moe, Brandin Jordan and
Chauncey Mixon combined for 38
tackles against Western Illinois.
“I think they’d be the first ones
to tell you that our defensive line
played well and it allows them to get
off some blocks and maybe not get
blocked as much,” Kill said.
The Leathernecks (6-4, 3-2)
did gain 414 yards on the Salukis’
defense, with 208 passing yards and
206 yards on the ground.
Western Illinois junior running
back Herb Donaldson rushed for
137 yards on SIU, but was held to
29 rushing yards in the second half ,
with just one in the final quarter.
“Our defensive guys have done
a good job all year adjusting at halftime and those kind of things,” Kill
said. “But I think more it had to
do, as I just think our kids came
out, we talked to them about being
aggressive and beating them to the
punch.”
After the Salukis took a 10-9
lead, the Leathernecks began their
next drive from their 35-yard line
with 8:10 remaining in the fourth
quarter.
Western Illinois picked up one
first down on the drive, a four-yard
run by Barr on third-and-one.
But when faced with a third-andfour, Donaldson only picked up two
yards before being brought down
by Tillman and Mixon. On fourthand-two, Donaldson was stuffed at
the line by Tillman and junior safety
Clayton Johnson.
Kill said the entire defense turned
in a strong effort, including freshmen

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

NO. 6 SIU 10, NO. 19 WIU 9
Saturday, at Macomb, Ill.
SIU (8-1)
0 3 0 7 — 10
WIU(6-4) 3 6 0 0 — 9
SIU Individual stats
RUSHING — John Randle 12-42, Nick Hill
9-18, Deji Karim 9-12
PASSING (comp.-att.-yards int. TDs)
— Nick Hill 22-29-250 0 0
RECEIVING — Justin Allen 5-62, Phil
Goforth 5-44, Rick Burgess 3-35

WIU Individual stats
RUSHING — Herb Donaldson 26-137,
Matt Barr 13-57, Alex Douglas 7-19
PASSING (comp.-att.-yards int. TDs)
— Matt Barr 16-25-208 1 0
RECEIVING — Carl Sims 6-93, Matt
Warner 5-70, Paul Anderson 2-23

TEAM STATS

SIU

17
1st downs
31-71
Rushes-yards
250
Passing yards
22-29-0
Comp.-Att.-Int.
26
Return yards
7-39
Punts-Avg.
0-0
Fumbles-lost
3rd down eﬃciency 4/12
4th down eﬃciency 0/0
0-0
Penalties-yards
25:30
Possession

WIU
21
52-206
208
16-25-1
68
5-28
0-0
10/20
0/2
5-25
34:29

SCORING SUMMARY
1st QUARTER

SIU-WIU

WIU 04:57 Taylor 40-yd ﬁeld goal

0-3

SIU 01:58 Dougherty 27-yd ﬁeld goal
WIU 00:09 Barr 20-yard run (kick failed)

3-3
3-9

2nd QUARTER
3rd QUARTER

scoreless

4th QUARTER

SIU 08:18 Hill 1-yd run (Dougherty kick)

10-9

Seaman and safety Mike McElroy,
who filled in after an injury to Marty
Rodgers and turned in five tackles.
“I just think that through all the
adversity, whoever we put in there,
they played well,” Kill said.
Scott Mieszala can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.
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TUESDAY: Full coverage of the women’s basketball
team victory over the 2007 NAIA National Champion,
Lambuth, 87-58.
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FOOTBALL

Saluki offense rallies for
fourth quarter drive
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN

M ACOM B — Though the SIU offense
was experiencing its worst scoring drought of
the season heading into the final frame of play
Saturday, the players’ faces showed nothing but
optimism.
The offense hadn’t scored a touchdown in the
first three quarters for the first time all season as
they started the fourth quarter trailing Western
Illinois 9-3, but an 80-yard drive that featured
seven consecutive completions and three rushes
by senior quarterback Nick Hill proved to be the
difference in the No. 6 Salukis 10-9 victory.
Hill, who notched 91 of his 250 passing
yards and all of his 18 net rushing yards in the
fourth quarter, said the offense’s ability to forget
everything prior to the period and stay confident in the coaches’ game plan was key in the
comeback.
“We didn’t get rattled,” Hill said. “Every time
we went out there we were like, ‘This is the one,’
and I think that’s why we ended up coming
through in the end because everybody stayed
together and everybody kept believing.”
The Salukis (8-1, 4-1) had reason to be
confident in spite of the lackluster opening 45
minutes, in which the Leatherneck defense held
one of the most efficient offenses in the nation to
just 33 yards rushing and one for eight on third
down conversions. This season, SIU had outscored its opponent 89-17 in the fourth quarter.
The trend continued on the game-winning
drive, which Hill completed as he took the ball
less than a yard into the end zone with just more
than eight minutes left on a keeper that made
up for half of the 7-0 fourth quarter margin.
See OFFENSE, Page 14

A NTHONY S OUFFLÉ ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Saluki defensive end James Cloud celebrates after stopping the WIU offense during Saturday’s 10-9 win against Western Illinois.

SIU defense holds Leathernecks scoreless in 2nd half
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

MACOMB — With just less than a
minute and a half remaining on the game clock
Saturday, the SIU football team gave Western
Illinois one last chance for a win.
Saluki senior running back John Randle

fumbled at the Leathernecks’ 6-yard line, after the rest of the coaching staff had been preaching
No. 6 SIU had driven the ball 52 yards and was the importance of a strong finish in the week
on the verge of building on a one-point lead it before the game.
had established just more than six minutes prior.
“We just wanted to finish and we knew it
The No. 19 Leathernecks began their drive was going to be a team and a collective effort,”
from their four-yard line with one minute, 27 Cloud said.
seconds left on the clock.
James Cloud said SIU coach Jerry Kill and See DEFENSE, Page 15

BASKETBALL

VOLLEYBALL

Salukis roll over King in exhibition
Shaw, Bone both lead
team with 13 points each
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

It didn’t take long for the nationally ranked SIU
men’s basketball team to adjust to life back on the
court Saturday.
The Salukis controlled all aspects of the game,
from the opening tip to the final point, while
defeating King College 74-38 in an exhibition
game Saturday afternoon at the SIU Arena.
Saturday began a new era in Saluki basketball
after the departure of leaders Jamaal Tatum and
Tony Young due to graduation.
Senior forward Matt Shaw said it didn’t take
much time for the Salukis to adjust to a gameplan
without Tatum and Young, and the Salukis haven’t
felt the impact of the departures just yet.
“It might be a little different as we go on but
tonight you don’t have time to think about those
things,” Shaw said. “You’re focused on the game
at hand and what you need to do to win a ball
game.”
Shaw and sophomore guard Joshua Bone led
the Salukis in scoring with 13 points each.
Bone, who scored all of his points in the first
half, said cramps plagued his performance in the
second half, but isn’t worried about it affecting his
season.
“We’re just starting to get the feel of it and get
going, but it was pretty good,” Bone said of the
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team’s overall performance.
Coach Chris Lowery said Bone could have had
a bigger night had the cramps subsided and will
look for him to be a force for the team throughout
the season.
The Salukis, who are ranked No. 23 in the
ESPN/USA Today poll, opened up the lead with
a 10-0 run seven minutes into the second half on a
3-pointer by freshman forward Carlton Fay and a
dunk by senior forward Randal Falker.
Shaw said coming out was a little rough, but
the team picked it up as the game went on, and
he said he felt confident about the way the Salukis
played.
Lowery took the opportunity to use his young
bench players throughout the game, with 11
Salukis seeing minutes in the contest.
Fay saw the most action for the underclassmen,
scoring 11 points in 20 minutes of play.
“He’s got to get rebounds at the rim, he’s got
to learn how to play position defense,” Lowery
said, “His stats were good, but he made so many
mistakes defensively in a real game he might not
have been able to go back in because of the mistakes he made.”
Lowery said the underclassmen are still going
through a learning process and have a lot of adjustments to make before regular season play.
Leading 35-16 at the half, the Salukis didn’t
look back as they exploded for 39 points in the
second half.
Foul trouble and turnovers plagued King in the
second half as the team lost three of the five starters, and overall the team committed 23 turnovers.
The Salukis will return to the hardwood for the
second exhibition game on Sunday when they host
Lincoln Memorial at 2:05 p.m at the SIU Arena.
Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or megkramp@siu.edu.

SIU stays
at .500
SIU splits matches against
streaking Creighton,
struggling Drake
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

D U VALE R ILEY ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Senior guard Tyrone Green goes up
for a rebound in the Salukis’ 72-38 win
over King Saturday at the SIU Arena.
Green notched seven points and three
rebounds in 19 minutes of play.

The SIU volleyball team cemented its
status as a .500 team as it split weekend
matches on the road.
After dropping a game to Creighton
(17-8, 11-3 Missouri Valley Conference)
Friday night, the Salukis picked up a win
against the struggling Drake Bulldogs
(7-19, 4-11 MVC) Saturday to keep their
record even at 13-13.
Against Creighton, the Salukis came
out unstoppable, taking game one 30-17
before losing three straight (30-19, 3016, 30-22).
Freshman Jennifer Berwanger recorded a double-double on the night with
13 kills and 13 digs, and junior setter
Brooklyn Robbins added 35 assists and
eight digs.
Coach Brenda Winkeler said
Berwanger has really come around and is
starting to play up to her potential.
Bluejays senior outside hitter Kelly Goc
See VOLLEYBALL, Page 14

